Curricula

Grammar Tutorial

Código: ESP001
Horas: teóricas
Requisitos: Nivel Intermedio Alto
Modalidad:

Descripción
This module uses a grammar-based approach integrated with a communicative methodology to develop all language skills in different ways. Students understand form and meaning until they are able to engage in real context communication.

A perfect knowledge of Grammar assures an accurate use of the language at any level: Spoken and Written.

Deep Fluency Course

Código: ESP002
Horas: teóricas
Requisitos: ESP001
Modalidad:

Descripción
This module uses strategies to get you passionate about using English to communicate and understand real, meaningful ideas.

The Deep Fluency Course will give you the tools to become a confident English speaker.

- If you don’t have anyone to practice your English speaking with, we can help you.
- If you’re looking for exciting lessons that use real English, we can help you.
- If you’re ready to challenge yourself to talk in English about interesting topics, we can help you.

Once you have a perfect knowledge of Grammar is about time to become a fluent speaker and this module can make it possible.
Methodology for Teachers Primary

Código: ESP003
Horas: teóricas
Requisitos: ESP002
Modalidad:

Descripción

This module is designed by experts. The aim is to motivate, guide and equip you to achieve your learning goals and teach young learners effectively. In the courses, you focus on language in context and practice all aspects of the language in a meaningful way. In the courses you find and understand a wide variety of written and spoken texts and focus on features like style and discourse, rather than just focusing on sentences in isolation. In the courses there is equal focus on vocabulary, grammar, functional language, pronunciation, reading, writing, listening and speaking, and you can use the language in a creative, personalized way. You don't just learn standard answers to standard questions. In the courses, feedback guides you to understanding. Exercises help you learn, rather than just testing what you learn. You focus on meaning first and then on form. As you progress you are challenged more, using a wide variety of engaging exercise types.

Methodology for Teachers Secondary

Código: ESP004
Horas: teóricas
Requisitos: ESP002
Modalidad:

Descripción

This module is designed by experts. The aim is to motivate, guide and equip you to achieve your learning goals and teach adults effectively. In the courses, you focus on language in context and practice all aspects of the language in a meaningful way. In the courses you find and understand a wide variety of written and spoken texts and focus on features like style and discourse, rather than just focusing on sentences in isolation. In the courses there is equal focus on vocabulary, grammar, functional language, pronunciation, reading, writing, listening and speaking, and you can use the language in a creative, personalized way. You don't just learn standard answers to standard questions. In the courses, feedback guides you to understanding. Exercises help you learn, rather than just testing what you learn. You focus on meaning first and then on form. As you progress you are challenged more, using a wide variety of engaging exercise types.
Curricula
Grammar Tutorial

**Código:** ESP005
**Horas:** teóricas
**Requisitos:** ESP003 ó ESP004

**Modalidad:**

**Descripción**

**TECEN** has partnered with CCELT to offer a *specialized TEFL course*, enhancing your effectiveness as a volunteer teacher and maximizing your chances of securing teaching positions abroad.

The TEFL course equips both experienced teachers and those with no previous education experience with the knowledge and skills required to succeed in teaching English in classrooms overseas.

Having the option to teach abroad offers a unique insight into different cultures and presents the chance to earn an income to fund your travels, wherever you may be.
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